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I created the images in my Oct 25 – Nov 20, 2019 show at
Massy Books in Vancouver with interactive, generative
software I wrote called Aleph Null. I've been writing it
since 2011. It's up to version 3.1 as of this writing; I have
plans for version 4.0. I haven't written myself into a
corner yet, and I can see many exciting possibs.
It's not an AI—if a
requirement of AI is
that it learns; some
say it is; others say
it's sufficient that the
program seems
intelligent. The
person using Aleph
Null is required to do
the learning—like you
learn how to play an
instrument or use
a tool—and Aleph
Null is, well, more
about being
beautiful than
intelligent. It's an
online program to
explore some of
think of yourself as, Jim Andrews and bill bissett the possibilities of
interactive,
generative art. I think of it as part instrument, part
tool, and part work of art itself.
I've thought of myself as a poet of some kind since I
was about twenty. But the sort of poetry that attracts
me, while intensely involved in language, has a strong
visual dimension. Think comic books transformed to
poetry and abstract art. Also, I like interestingly
programmed poetry. Think generative abstract poetry
comic books mainly for the screen. I don't program
widgets; I just write art/poetry/music machines. To me,
the purpose of computers is to make and view interesting
art. To hell with productivity tools. Computers are for
creating a new form of art: computer art, where the
machine is crucial to the creation and experience of the
art. Computer art is involved in most of the other arts,
draws from them, participates in them—but computer art
is a whole new form of art. McLuhan saw computers as
extensions of our memory and cognitive abilities. They
enlarge and change who and what we are. Sometimes for
the better. Sometimes for the worse.
I call Aleph Null a graphic synthesizer for several reasons.
1. First, cuz it's an instrument you play. But it produces
visuals, not sound. It produces unique, real-time
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graphic animations and high-res stills. Mind you, I'm
almost the only one who plays it. I see it as an
instrument; others see it as a tool. I play it. Others
see it as a tool too overwhelming to use. I've got to
make it easier for other people to use!
2. My aspiration is not to create a remixer or masher or
collager etc. The aspiration is image synthesis. It
doesn't happen all the time. But I want Aleph Null to
synthesize images into new images and synthesize
multiple poems into new poems.
3. Audio synthesizers sample sounds and turn them into
'notes' on a keyboard or they create sounds from
scratch, from sine waves, and offer those as notes. In
Aleph Null, you create 'brushes' that render
'brushstrokes'. A 'brushstroke' is like a note on a
keyboard. The brushstrokes sample from a folder of
images and composit those samples into a
brushstroke. Or they composit pure colour and
gradients to form a brushstroke.
Some of the brushes in Aleph Null aren't graphic
synthesizers but produce colour music. There's no
representational dimension. They're pure colour (complex
gradients) and shape. There's a couple of pieces in the
show like this. That's the only sort of image Aleph Null
could produce
for years, and
there's a lot of
online work I've
done on such
images.
There's also an
image that
mixes images of
Trump, Hitler,
and other(s)
from a series of
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images titled
USAmerican Hitler. Bob Kasher and I are producing these
images to fight fascism with images.
Some of the works in this show are collaborations with
the legendary poet, painter, performer and musician bill
bissett, now 80; they mix bill's dirtee konkreet poetry
from the sixties to the present. Others are collaborations
with the Virginia visual poet Jim Leftwich, originator of
the term 'asemic writing'; they mix Leftwich's work from
the nineties to the present. The others I did on my own.
My collaboration with bill bissett began when he asked
me for some visual poetry for a show he curated in 2019
in Toronto. In response, I asked him to send me some of
his concrete poetry for me to feed to Aleph Null; I'd
display it on my site and he could show it in Toronto. bill
sent me recent concrete he created on his computer in
symbol sets like <{O}> and -[O]-. It looks like code, looks
different from the concrete he created for decades with a
typewriter or by hand. That worked so well I visited SFU's
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Special Collections, which has one of the best collections
anywhere of bill's work from the 60's and 70's; he lived in
Vancouver then. With bill's permission, I took 300+ photos
and fed them to Aleph Null. Jack Kerouac called bill one
of the greatest living poets in The Paris Review back in
the sixties. He's been a secret superstar for fifty years.
His dirtee konkreet is a big part of that.

a typical resolution of the prints. The prints look sharper
and deeper than the screen. And they're more inviting to
look at and read because they're not refreshing 60 times
per second. I was worried that the prints might merely be
as satisfying as seeing the images on a screen. But there's
more to them than what you see on the screen, and that's
evident when you give them a good look.
Generative art (where the artist surrenders control of
part of the generative process) is usually abstract. Aleph
Null combines techniques of abstract, generative art with
a representational dimension via its ability to sample
from images. The aspiration of many generative artists is
for the art to be completely autonomous, to need no
human input. That isn't my aspiration; Aleph Null is a tool
you play like an instrument. Philosophically, I like the
cosmic dimensions of generative art. Generative
processes like evolution can give rise to the most
astounding results—with no creator/author required.
Appreciation of the profound, generative fecundity of
natural process is an inspiration.
The prints in collaboration with bill bissett and Jim
Leftwich are an attempt to take visual poetry in new
directions. The prints are new visual poems in their own
right. They're curiously readable, too. The layering and
random juxtaposition of the already-existing poems gives
rise to love chile pomes.
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I wrote an earlier graphic synthesizer called dbCinema in
Director/Lingo. I used it for my first collaboration with
Jim Leftwich in 2008. Leftwich's visual poetry has more of
a visual art vibe than the work of many visual poets. His
work uses techniques and materials associated with visual
art. That may have something to do with the success of
his work as a creator of the asemic writing movement; his
work opens visual poetry into visual art territory. He has
since migrated to “pansemic” rather than “asemic”, he
tells me. With Leftwich's help, I selected 280 of his visual
poems that range over the full span of his career from the
90s to the present, from early shape poems to his current
pansemia. You can see Aleph Null chewing on Leftwich's
work on the web in a never-quite-the-same-twice
animation. The prints are images of that process initiated
at high res dimensions. There's also lots of links to
slideshows and videos of Aleph Null chewing on Jim, plus
a slideshow of Jim's visual poems used in Aleph Null.
I've been publishing vispo.com since 1996. Most of my
work is for the net and the screen. This is the first show
of printed work I've had since the 90's. Last year I added
to Aleph Null the ability to create high-res images. Most
of the images in this show were created as high-res
images in Aleph Null. The prints have a level of detail you
don't see on even big screens; even big screens have
resolutions that don't get close to 12,000 x 6,750, which is
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There are other collaborations online in Aleph Null 3.0
with visual poets and artists: Adeena Karasick, Ted
Warnell, Maria Damon, Gary Barwin, Karl Kempton,
Regina Célia Pinto, Dan Waber, Chris Joseph, Brent
Bechtel, Catherine Mehrl Bennett, Jaka Železnikar, Stasja
Voluti, Nico Vassilakis, Andrew Topel, Brad Pasutti, JukkaPekka Kervinen, and Klaus Petr Dencker.
I'd like to thank my wife Natalie Funk for her help with
most everything concerning the art and the show. I'd also
like to thank Patricia Massy for the invitation to have this
show at Massy Books. What she's doing is inspiring. She
hosts a lot of poetry readings and book launches—many of
them concerning Indigenous writing—she hosts these art
shows, and the books in the bookstore are very wellcurated. Massy Books is a hub of important cultural
activity in Vancouver; I'm proud to be a part of it.

Read this online at
vispo.com/massy

Postscript: Video of remarks at the opening; and here's
the 325-image slideshow in Massy Books.
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